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General Advice Warning

This information is general advice only and does not constitute personal financial advice. The
information has been prepared without taking into account your personal objectives, financial
situation or needs. Accordingly, before acting on the information provided you must consider
the appropriateness of the information, in the light of your own objectives, financial situation or
needs. If you wish to acquire a financial product within the DomaCom Fund offering, you
should first obtain a copy of, read and consider, the PDS before making any decision. A copy
of that PDS is available at http://www.domacom.com.au/the-domacom-fund/productdisclosure-statement/ or by calling your financial adviser.
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Fractional Investing

The DomaCom Fund enables investors and SMSF Trustees to co-invest in a
percentage of one or more high value assets like property and loans in a
syndicate-like structure where they share the income and capital value with a
group of other investors.
The concept is called fractional investing.
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DomaCom Senior Equity Release

The DomaCom Fund enables retirees to “sell” a fraction of their home to
investors and receive the proceeds either as a lump sum or a monthly
payment.
The concept is called equity release.
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The Platform
The leading fractional investment platform

Simple to use, fractional

Access to significant

DomaCom’s products

Management team

investment platform for

debt facility to

are fully compliant

with proven success in

SMSFs and Financial

accelerate portfolio

and approved by

growing ASX-listed

Planners with a focus on

and FUM growth

regulatory bodies

platform services

property
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Fractional Property Investing
Disrupting the established ways of buying property

Traditionally, property has been
an all or nothing proposition, you
either buy the whole property or
you buy nothing

Fractional investing enables you
to buy pieces of a property of
your choice together with other
investors

Fractional Investing through
DomaCom’s platform makes it
easy to create a diverse property
portfolio

Fractional investing overcomes
traditional barriers to entry in
property investing
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Routes to Market – “Intel Inside”
IFAs

Affinity Groups

B2C

On approved product list of 40+ IFA
groups
Representing over 1,200 advisers and
approx. 240,000 clients

In discussion with national builders
Renewable energy companies

Targeting B2C players

Compelling business case
White label opportunities

HALO is first

$64+ million across 60+ transactions
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Multiple Products
Fractional Property

Equity Release

Lending

SMSF’s main target
SMSF Ruling
Internal Leverage

7 Years in Development
The only financial product in Australia

Advisers syndicating loans
Pooled Mortgage Sub-funds

50% of investors are SMSFS
Targeting % of $700B+ SMSF market

Adviser accreditations underway
Over 65’s own $500 B

Already > $10 Million in FUM
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Key Milestones
SMSF Sole Purpose Test– ATO agreement concluded late 2019
DomaCom’s Senior Equity Release product launched
Initial $50 million low-interest facility secured with
La Trobe Financial Group
Capital position stabilised & cornerstone investor secured
$65.1 Million FUM milestone reached – 65% uplift in past 12
months
Rent To Own Pilot launched in February 2020
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RENT TO OWN
•

•

New Developer Distribution channel
•

Developers prepared to discount 10% for bulk property sales

•

Same discount as other channels

•

Distribution margin split between investors and tenants

•

Discount occurs on DomaCom secondary market

Attractive Tenant Proposition
•

Developer “gifts” 1% of equity to tenant per year for 10 years

•

Tenants acquire 10% of property equity over 10 years

•

DomaCom model creates homeowners – not just permanent renters

•

Co-ownerships produces lower risk tenants

•

Innovative model
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RENT TO OWN
•

•

Attractive Investor Proposition
•

15% uplift due to equity gifting by Developer

•

Low risk tenant  tenant is a shareholder

•

Low risk of vacancy – who would not want to rent our properties?

•

Tenant is a natural buyer of secondary market stock

Attractive Adviser Proposition
•

1% syndication fee paid to adviser

•

Attractive investor proposition  great value add

•

Provides arms length diversification for their clients
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SENIOR EQUITY RELEASE PRODUCT
•

Senior Equity Release (SER) is a mechanism for
senior Australians to realise part of the value of their
home to help fund their retirement

•

Allows IFAs to include property in multi-generational
wealth planning

•

Helps solve funding issue for retirees

•

SMSF Trustees may be able to downsize by selling a
fraction of their house to top up their SMSF
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SENIOR EQUITY RELEASE PRODUCT
•

Retiree “sells” a fraction of their home

•

Can be taken as a lump sum or monthly payment

•

Investors purchase additional equity every 5 years to pay for the next 5 years service
fees

•

•

•

Fixed for life at around 4.4%

•

Just like rent for the portion of the house sold

SMSF’s are the natural source of capital
•

Average need for equity release is 15 years

•

Average accumulation SMSF’s have 15+ year investment horizon

Targeting Government Downsizer Provisions  large and unique opportunity
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Supportive Landscape
Supportive Landscape that DomaCom can capitalise on
Every major bank has
withdrawn from SMSF
Lending

Lending environment
is making it difficult for
investors to get debt

Housing affordability is
currently at the
forefront in Australia

Property sentiment has improved

Aging population is seeking a
solution for funding retirement
lifestyles

Demographic drivers:- Australian
population continues to grow,
additional dwellings required
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We are growing with multiple asset types
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Pricing Strategy
DomaCom has adopted an attractive, recurring funds
under management fee model
Standard
Property
Assets

Rent To Own
&
Affordable

Mortgage
Assets

Cash

0.88% p.a.*

1% Upfront
0.66% p.a.*

0.44% p.a.

0.22% p.a.

* On gross value of property
Note: Fees are inclusive of GST
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Corporate Overview
ASX Ticker

DCL

Share price as at 20 February 2020

$0.064

Shares on issue

245.1m

Market Capitalisation as at 20 February
2020

$15.7m

FUM as at 20 February 2020

$65.1m
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DISCLAIMER
The material in this presentation has been prepared by DomaCom Limited ACN 604 384 885. This presentation is
only by way of general background information about DomaCom’s activities. The information given is in summary
form and DomaCom does not warrant the accuracy, currency or completeness of any information contained in the
presentation.
The material in this presentation, is not intended and should not be considered as constituting advice, a
recommendation or an offer or solicitation to investors, or potential investors, in relation to purchasing or acquiring any
securities or other financial products and does not take into account your personal investment objectives, financial
situation or needs. If you are considering making an investment and before acting upon any information in this
presentation, you should consider the suitability of this investment, having regard to your personal investment
objectives, financial situation or needs and that you should seek independent financial advice.
Forward looking statements may be contained in this presentation, including but not limited to statements regarding
DomaCom’s belief or expectations in respect of its business, market conditions, results of financial operations and risk
strategies. DomaCom has taken due care in preparing this information, however actual results may differ substantially
in either a positive or negative way. Hypothetical examples and forecasts are subject to factors outside of DomaCom’s
control. Past performance is not a reliable indication of future performance. Any potential investors or investors are
warned not to place reliance on such statements but to proceed to make an investment decision based on their own
independent research.
This presentation was accompanied by an oral presentation and is not a complete record of the actual discussion
held. No part of the presentation may be distributed, disseminated or used elsewhere in any context without
Domacom’s prior written consent.
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